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i m person with varied
interests and love to be in a
contributing space where ideas,
concepts & processes are valued
as much as the final product.
i m a great listener and love
solving problems where ever i can.

what defines me
typography & minimalism
good aesthetics & dynamic ideas
conceptual & abstract
caffeine & redbull
people
i m also an apple fan boy, would love to follow in
the footsteps of sir richard branson, and every now
and then i jump in and out of philanthropy.

i work with a variety of apps,
depending on what i need to
accomplish.
i m a mac person, and a big fan
of gesture based touch interfaces.

tools & skills
i m a balanced
combination
of design &
code skills.
i know design
inside out and
code enough to
know when the devs
are bluffing.
i m also a great choice when
it comes to managing people & departments.

testimonials
Having worked with Shahzad on both a
project and permanent basis, across
two companies, I can safely say that he is a
class act and a rare talent. He has a great eye
for design and usability and is passionate about
what he does, to boot. Grade-A new media person!
Zaki Mahomed
Co-Founder & CEO
TimeSvr & Game Ventures

Shahzad Khan is a the youngest, most naturally
talented artist with whom I’ve worked. Someone who
is not afraid to take chances in fear of rejection, listens
to his instinct, takes what others say into consideration
in an impersonal fashion, and is persistent in perfecting
his work are all qualities of a true artist. Shahzad has all
these qualities and a true artist he is!
Andre N. Anton
Producer (Assyrian - The Struggle for Identity, Defying Deletion)
Lamassu Productions

testimonials
Agencies get helpless sometimes. The same
happened with us in Sep 09’, when our Creative
Manager had to leave on a short notice. Overloaded
with tons of work, Shahzad Khan proved to be a
true savior.
Equipped with the craft that’s much needed in every
Creative Hotshop, his speed & superior aesthetic
sense pulled us out of an absolute mess within a short
contractual span of 3 days.
Hats Off!
S.M. Mansoor
CEO, FS&C International Division
M&T Group of Companies

Shahzad Khan is a very creative & talented artist.
He is a thorough Professional and we had a wonderful
experience working with him.
Qurat-ul-Ain Bashir
Marketing Department
Zindagi Trust

Green Man’s Ark

Head of New Media Division
June 2013 - Present

Being a digital division of a major advertising agency in
Pakistan already gives the company alot of
responsibilities.
My job in this whole mix comes down to making sure
a good user experience is served to the user while the
branding of the company stays prominent. Execution is
more or less my concern.

VentureDive

Senior UI / UX designer
October 2012 - June 2013

Venture Dive already had a good design person
on board when I joined, my job was to improve
what’s already there, and build great new products.
I m responsible for the user experiences and interfaces,
along with co-ordination with the development team
to make sure ideas & concepts are executed as
intended.

Game Ventures
Creative Director

November 2008 - August 2012

As a Creative Director of a gaming studio my job
required that I was not only available at all times,
but to make sure the quality of the product did not
suffer even at the most stressful times.
I was involved in the making of all the titles released
during my time at Game Ventures, including branding,
websites & obviously the User interfaces and experiences.

Creative Chaos

Front End developer
November 2007 - August 2008

My role at Creative Chaos was more code oriented
than it was to do with designs. I would add visual
enhancements wherever necessary, but my primary
concerns were to make sure the designs looked
stunning regardless of the viewer’s platform.
I worked mostly in a combination of HTML + CSS +JS.

Dreams Quest

Senior Web designer
May 2005 - April 2006

Dream Quest was a fairly new start up and my job was
to help build websites for small to average businesses.
I was not only responsible for design but also front end
development. Along with co-ordinating with the business
team.

brands I’ve worked with

I’ve also been involved in a wide number of freelance projects
over the years.

start the conversation
you’ll find me online on a couple of places,
some very active, some nosdt so much.

ckcpark.net

behance.net/dehog

pk.linkedin.com/in/dehog

dribbble.com/dehog

facebook.com/dehog

twitter.com/dehog

shahzad@ckcpark.net

sk-dehog

+92.345.216.2772

thanks for viewing
send this to someone who you think might
be looking for someone like me.

www.ckcpark.net
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